Let M be a set of increasing sequences of numbers L = (L n ) ∞ n=0 with L 0 = 1 satisfying the following conditions:
It follows from i 4 ) that for any sequence (L n )
We fix an arbitrary sequence M = (M k ) ∞ k=0 ∈ M. Let w(r) = sup 
We let G = ∞ m=1 G m and endow this vector space with its natural projective
Let P be the union of these normed spaces. The vector space P endowed with a topology τ of inductive limit of the spaces P m is denoted by P τ . For T ∈ G * we define the Fourier-Laplace transformT of T byT (z) = T (e −ixz ), z ∈ C. Since the sequence M satisfies conditions i 1 ), i 2 ) and (1) then the following theorem holds.
Theorem A. The Fourier-Laplace transform establishes topological isomorphism of the spaces G * and P τ .
In case [2] . In general case theorem A is obtained in [3] .
In this paper we announce our result on representation of functions from G by exponential series. We pay special attention to examples and properties of the sequences satisfying conditions i 1 ) − i 4 ) and to properties of functions connected with these sequences.
For weighted spaces of infinitely differentiable functions on real line similar to G the problem was not considered earlier.
2. Examples of sequences belonging to class M. First introduce the class V of nonnegative convex increasing functions v defined on [0, ∞) with v(0) = 0 and such that:
Clearly, for any increasing function v on [0, ∞] satisfying condition V3 we have
be a convex increasing twice continuosly differentiable function such that:
there exists a constant
Proof. Let y ≥ 1. Then y ∈ [N, N + 1) for some N ∈ N. Let ε ∈ (0, C). We shall find the upper estimate of sup
¿From the first condition on u one can find a constant q ε > 0 such that
Thus,
Hence, for y ≥ 1
This proves the lemma. It is easy to see that for arbitrary sequence (
Obviously So condition V2 for v 3 is fulfilled. By Proposition 2 the sequence ((n + 1) (n+1)arctg(n+1) ) ∞ n=0 belongs to M. 3. Auxiliary results. In this section v is an arbitrary function in V such that M k = exp(v(k)), k ∈ Z + . As we know v satisfies conditions V1 − V3. Note that conditions V2, V3 impose some conditions on growth of v. For example, from V2 it follows that for some a > 0, b, c ∈ R depending on v we have v(x) > ax ln x + bx + c, x ≥ 1. V3 implies that for any ε > 0, x, y ≥ 1
where the numbers a ε > 0, b ε depend on v and ε. In particular, for any x ≥ 1, ε > 0 v(2x) ≤ 2v(x) + (a ε + ε)x + b ε . From this inequality it easily follows that
Set 
¿From this taking into account that v(tx) ≤ tv(x) for all t ∈ [0, 1], x ≥ 0, we get
Using the inequality (6) we obtain h v (s) ≥ −ε − 0, 5a ε s for all s > 1, ε > 0. ¿From the representation
and the inequality (6) we have h v (s) ≤ ε + 0, 5a ε s −1 for all s ∈ (0, 1), ε > 0. Since by the definition h v (1) = 0 then the first property is completely proved.
¿From the condition V2 it follows that h v (s) < 0 for s > 1. Using the representation (7) and the condition V2 we get h v (s) > 0 for s ∈ (0, 1).
The third property of h v follows from nonincreasing of v(x) x on (0, ∞).
Since v satisfies the condition V2 then one can find numbers
We shall prove that function h v (s) is continuous at s = 1. Let ε > 0 be arbitrary. Using (5) we have h v (s) ≥ −ε − a ε (s − 1) for s ∈ (1, 2) . Thus, if 0 < s − 1 < min(1, εa
. Thus, function h v is continuous at point s = 1 .
Next, we have
¿From this we obtain the sixth property of function h v . Lemma 1 is proved.
Lemma 2. The following equality holds
.
Since v satisfies the condition of the form (2) and the inequality (4) then from the last estimates the assertion of lemma follows.
Thus, according to lemma 2 for any v ∈ V such that exp(v(k)) = M k , k ∈ Z + , the function h v (s) coincides with
We set l(s) = exp(h(s)), s > 0. From the properties of function h it follows that function l has the following properties:
1. for all s ∈ (0, +∞) 0 < l(s) < +∞; 2. l(s) is continuous at the point s = 1; 3. l(s) > 1 for s ∈ (0, 1), 0 < l(s) < 1 for s > 1; 4. lim 
The proof of this lemma is given in [2] , [3] . For each closed subset S of C that is an uniqueness set for P we define topologies τ S and µ S in P in the following manner. The topology τ S is an inductive limit topology of the normed spaces
The topology µ S is defined in P with the help of the norms
Call the subset S sufficient (weakly sufficient) for
The general arguments [1, chapter 1] show that if S is a sufficient set for P and τ = µ C then every function f ∈ G can be represented as an absolutely convergent integral
where the complex measure λ on C is supported by the set S and satisfies the condition C |dλ(z)| = C λ < ∞, k is some function from K. If the sufficient set S is a set of points ν j ∈ C, j = 1, 2, . . . , then from the integral representation we get the representaion of f in the form of the series
c j e −iν j x moreover, from the estimates (see [2] , [3] ): |c j | ≤ C λ k(ν j ) for each j ∈ N, p m (exp(−izx)) ≤ K m exp(ψ(Im z) + w m+1 (|z|)) for each m ∈ N, z ∈ C, where K m > 0 is some constant independent of z, and lemma 3 it follows that this series absolutely converges in the space G.
By the main result of [7] and lemma 3 we have τ = µ C . According to [8] , [9] there exists an entire function N (z) such that: 1). all the zeros {λ j } 
where A, C 0 are some positive numbers. and will be given in [4] .
